
Curricular Areas Tasks

Numeracy and Maths Pizza Fractions

Mild Task  

Hot Task 

Spicy Task

Literacy and English Writing- scratch off and write

Today you will be writing a short story  You will be given a choice of 3 settings, 3 
characters and 3 different objects. You will choose 1 from each section by using the 
eraser tool and ‘scratching it off’. You will have to really creative and imaginative when 
writing your story because your setting, character and object might be totally random. 
Try to either type up your story or write it on paper to practise your handwriting. Have 
fun!  

Other Curricular Areas  Health and Wellbeing
Mindful Moments - Eat a Rainbow!
For this mindfulness task, you will need some foods of different colours. You could use 
pieces of fruit, vegetables, or even coloured sweets! Explore your feelings... For every 
RED one you eat, say something that excites you. For every ORANGE one you eat, say 
something you are grateful for. For every YELLOW one you eat, say something that 
makes you happy. For every GREEN one you eat, say one thing you have done to make 
you feel proud . For every BLUE one you eat, say something that has made you sad. 
For every PURPLE one you eat, say one thing you could have done differently today. 
Can you eat a whole rainbow? 

Health and wellbeing
British Sign Language (BSL) is a visual 
way of communicating with others 
using gestures, facial expression, and 
body language. Click on the link below 
and use the grid to practise signing 
your name. Record yourself signing 
your name and post it on Seesaw. 
https://www.british-

sign.co.uk/fingerspelling-alphabet-

charts/

Spelling/phonics revision 

Rule: ‘ch’ making the ‘k’ sound.

Words: Christmas, school, chorus, 
chemist, chord, echo, anchor, 
stomach
Common words: any, body, carry, 
along, story

Optional Tasks

• Sumdog
• EducationCity
• BBC Bitesize Lessons
• French with Mr Innes
• Myleene Klass Classes
• Cosmic Yoga. 
• Draw with Rob
• https://www.bestideasforkids.co

m/sidewalk-chalk-ideas
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